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Increased Production
At our Chilliwack Facility, we recently outfitted our
Belcor Autoformer to be able to glue can-filled cartons.
Why is that a big deal? – Up until this point, we
have only been able to use this piece of equipment to
glue client’s cartons containing bottles. Projects
involving cans required us to hand glue every carton
closed.
What that means for our clients? – This new
outfitting will allow us to speed up our process and
help us better serve our clients. This translates into
quicker turn-around times and overall time to get your
product to market!
Take advantage of this update in your next
project, email us at
jaredpenner@bullseyepackaging.ca

Industry News
Saltwater Brewery has developed a six-pack ring that
is 100% biodegradable, compostable and edible. These
rings are made from barley and wheat remnants
leftover from the brewing process. These rings are just
as reliable as plastic rings, but they are completely
edible for any sea creatures or birds.
So the question is – who will be the first to have
us run these in a project?

New to Us
Please join us in welcoming an exciting new client, Phillips Brewery! This household name in the BC craft beer
community started out in 2001 and has since grown to also launch a soda company, a distillery, and most
recently a malting facility–the only one of its kind in Canada.
While Phillips has their own in-house packaging line, we are thrilled to take on all the items that fall outside of
how their in-house system is tailored.
If you would like to learn more about how Bullseye Packaging can either meet your full secondary
co-packing needs or augment your current in-house system, call Jared Penner at 604-378-0239
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